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The vibronically-resolved emission spectrum of disulfur
monoxide „S2O…: An algebraic calculation and quantitative
interpretation of Franck–Condon transition intensities
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Emission spectra obtained from jet-cooled disulfur monoxide (S2O) molecules have been
interpreted by means of a novel Lie algebraic formalism that makes possible the facile evaluation of
multidimensional Franck–Condon factors. Fluorescence accompanying selective excitation of
isolated vibronic bands in the S2O C̃ 1A8—X̃ 1A8(p*—p) absorption system has been dispersed
under moderate spectral resolution, allowing assignment of ground state levels possessing up to 20
quanta of vibration in then2 S–S stretching mode@Evib(X̃)<13 900 cm21#. Aside from providing
a rigorous and economical description for the inherently anharmonic nature of highly-excited
polyatomic species, our algebraic approach enables quantitative information on molecular
wavefunctions to be extracted directly from spectroscopic data. The emerging picture of S2O
vibrational dynamics suggests that theX̃ 1A8 potential surface is substantially more ‘‘local’’ in
character than theC̃ 1A8 manifold. While the observed pattern ofX̃ 1A8 vibrational energies could
be reproduced well through use of model Hamiltonians that include only diagonal anharmonicities
in the local algebraic basis, successful treatment of theC̃ 1A8 state necessitated explicit
incorporation of off-diagonal anharmonicities that lead to pervasive mixing of local vibrational
character. This disparate behavior is manifest strongly in measuredC̃–X̃ transition strengths,
thereby allowing detailed investigations of Franck–Condon intensities to discern the underlying
dynamics. Structural parameters deduced from algebraic analyses are in good accord with previous
predictions of the change in S2O geometry accompanyingp*—p excitation. © 1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00635-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It can justifiably be argued that the ‘‘simple’’ Franck
Condon factor represents one of the most useful and pe
sive mathematical concepts employed for the study of m
ecules and their interactions. Nominally defined as the squ
modulus of the overlap integral between normalized vib
tional wavefunctions belonging to distinct potential ener
surfaces,1–3 these quantities appear whenever a ‘‘sudden
proximation’’ is evoked for the description of molecular ph
nomena within an adiabatic~Born–Oppenheimer! frame-
work. First introduced in the context of traditional optic
spectroscopy, where they provide a quantitative interpr
tion for vibronic transition intensities,4 Franck–Condon fac-
tors also have been exploited extensively for the theoret
modeling of nonradiative processes, including radiationl
relaxation,5,6 predissociation,6,7 photodissociation/pho
toassociation,6–10 proton-/electron-transfer,11 inelastic/
reactive scattering,12 and electron-mediated surfac
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desorption.13 Despite the widespread interest engendered
such a diversity of applications, the calculation of multid
mensional Franck–Condon factors for polyatomic spec
has remained a difficult and specialized task, with most p
lished reports to date relying upon the simplifications
forded by harmonic treatments of nuclear motion. This pa
demonstrates a new scheme designed to address many
limitations and inadequacies ascribed to conventio
Franck–Condon analyses. Building upon a computation
expedient algebraic formalism that allows for explicit inco
poration of vibrational anharmonicity,14,15 our methodology
provides a facile means for the evaluation of multidime
sional overlap integrals and related transition matrix e
ments. Application of such algebraic treatments to
vibronically-resolved emission spectrum of disulfur mono
ide (S2O) illustrates the ability to extract detailed wavefun
tion information from experimental data while simulta
neously highlighting the unique vibrational dynamics th
distinguish the ground and excited electronic potential s
faces of this triatomic system.

While the single bond coordinate required for the spe
fication of ~one-dimensional! vibrational motion in diatomic
species permits the corresponding Franck–Condon facto
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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be evaluated in a straightforward manner,16 the multidimen-
sional nature of polyatomic potential surfaces introdu
both conceptual and practical complexities. Even if ove
molecular symmetry is maintained during a~radiative or
nonradiative! transition, traditional descriptions of poly
atomic vibrational dynamics demand the use of two disti
sets of collective normal coordinates~i.e., one set for each
electronic manifold! which must be interconverted by an e
sentially linear and orthogonal transformation that refle
their relative orientation and/or displacement.17 For the cal-
culation of Franck–Condon factors and related quantit
this leads to an unavoidable mixing of normal mode char
ter ~i.e., the so-called Duschinsky effect!17,18 which strictly
prohibits the separation of vibrational variables and nece
tates the explicit evaluation of multidimensional overlap
tegrals. Nevertheless, several procedures have been d
oped for the prediction and interpretation of polyatom
spectral intensities, with the requisite transition matrix e
ments being computed by a variety of ingenious schem
including coherent-state methods,19 generating function
algorithms,20 intermediate coordinate transformations,21 and
wavefunction addition theorems.22 However, all of these ef-
forts have relied upon the canonical harmonic oscilla
treatment of vibrational behavior which suffices only f
small amplitude displacements from the molecular equi
rium configuration. The validity of this approximation is e
pected to degrade rapidly in the presence of strong anha
nicity such as that encountered in chemically relev
regimes of extreme vibrational excitation.23 Although some
improvement can theoretically be realized through linear
perposition of the harmonic~normal mode! basis, the intrac-
tability of the resulting expansions will ultimately limit th
utility of this approach. Furthermore, the extension of co
ventional Franck–Condon analyses to encompass polyato
transitions involving gross changes in equilibrium geome
~e.g., linear-bent and bound-free transitions! or multiple en-
ergy minima on a single potential surface~e.g., unimolecular
isomerization and proton-/electron-transfer! has not been
demonstrated.

Our Franck–Condon methodology relies upon an al
braic scheme that has been employed extensively for the
vestigation of rovibrational structure in the ground electro
states of both diatomic and polyatomic species. Commo
referred to as the ‘‘vibron’’ model, this approach exploits L
algebras and their inherent dynamical symmetries in orde
establish a comprehensive framework for the description
molecules and their interactions.14,15 Although most applica-
tions to date have been spectroscopic in nature, a variet
chemically important issues have been addressed throug
tension of the underlying concepts, including the determi
tion of absolute thermodynamic properties for complex m
lecular systems24 and the elucidation of inelastic electron
molecule/molecule–molecule scattering events.25 From the
perspective of polyatomic spectroscopy, such algebraic tr
ments can furnish a simple Dunham-type expression1,2,26 for
the characterization of observed energy level patterns, w
an unprecedented economy of parametrization follow
from ~algebraic! correlation of expansion coefficients whic
precede the various powers and products of rotatio
s
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vibration quantum numbers.14,15,27The robustness of the vi
bron scheme is augmented further by explicit incorporat
of mechanical anharmonicity into the zero-order molecu
Hamiltonian, thereby providing a viable means for interp
lating the continuum of vibrational behavior that adjoins t
pure local-mode and pure normal-mode limits.14,28 The en-
suing analyses build upon the hitherto unexplored ability
evaluate multidimensional Franck–Condon factors and
lated quantities through use of vibron-based techniqu
These calculations can be implemented in a computationa
efficient operator formalism which starts from algebraic e
pansions of vibrational wavefunctions, applies transform
tions commensurate with the different equilibriu
geometries of the coupled electronic manifolds, and dedu
pertinent matrix elements without the intermediate step
generating spatial eigenfunctions. In particular, judicious
lection of the expansion basis eliminates many of the co
plications inherent to conventional Franck–Condon meth
~vide infra! and should permit efficient treatment of mo
difficult situations involving linear-bent transitions, boun
free resonances, and several close-lying energy mini
Aside from extracting detailed structural information, su
as the change in equilibrium nuclear configuration upon e
tronic excitation, the quantitative interpretation of algebra
results can provide an unprecedented glimpse at accomp
ing changes in unimolecular dynamics as reflected by
magnitude and type of anharmonic coupling that exi
among vibrational degrees of freedom.

The present work focuses on vibronically-resolved em
sion spectra exhibited by transient disulfur monoxide (S2O)
molecules entrained in a rotationally-cold (Trot'5 K) super-
sonic slit-jet expansion. Since the initial report of a new o
ide of sulfur by Schenk in 1933,29 the highly reactive S2O
system has suffered a long history of mistaken identity a
muddled spectral interpretation. Erroneous determination
chemical stoichiometry30,31 led to several proposed geom
etries based on a sulfur-to-oxygen ratio of unity.32 While not
the first to contest empirical formulas suggested for Schen
‘‘sulfur monoxide,’’ 33 the work of Meschi and Myers in the
late 1950’s employed mass30 and microwave31 spectroscopic
techniques to prove conclusively the presence of a triato
S2O species where theX̃ 1A8 ground state potential sur
face supports an equilibrium configuration that is bo
unsymmetrical and bent. Subsequent microwave34 and
infrared32,35–37measurements have furnished refinedX̃ 1A8
structural parameters ofr so51.4594 Å, r ss51.8845 Å, and
/SSO5118.08° with the fundamental vibrational freque
cies of 1166.5, 679.1, and 380 cm21 being assigned to then1

~S–O stretching!, n2 ~S–S stretching!, andn3 ~S–S–Obend-
ing! degrees of freedom, respectively.Ab initio calculations
have predicted the existence of at least two other bound2O
isomers havingC2v symmetry,38,39 however, experimenta
evidence for these structures, as well as for the accomp
ing unimolecular isomerization processes, has not been
ported to date.

Numerous studies have been conducted on the inte
richly-structured absorption spectrum of S2O which extends
from ;3400 to;2500 Å.29,32,40,41The abrupt disappearanc
of spontaneous emission32,41–45above;31 200 cm21 and the
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diffuse nature of higher-lying bands46 provide evidence for
the onset of predissociation within the pertine
electronically-excited manifold. Based on the essentially p
allel nature of resolved rovibronic lines, Hallin, Merer, an
Milton44 established the transition symmetry as1A8—1A8

with the excited state designation ofC̃ 1A8 stemming from
similarities drawn by Chiu,et al.45 to the analogousp*—p
system of SO2. Under the assumption of a fixed 1.50 Å S–
bond length, rotational constants suggested theC̃ 1A8 poten-
tial surface to support an equilibrium geometry characteri
by r ss52.14 Å and/SSO'109°.44 Detailed laser-induced
fluorescence~LIF! and optical–optical double resonan
~OODR! probes of theC̃–X̃ resonance have been report
by Tsukiyama and co-workers,42 with subsequent jet-coole
measurements by Clouthier and Rutherford43 serving to alle-
viate the hot-band activity and rovibronic congestion th
severely hamper spectral interpretation. Vibrational analy
performed by these authors led to the assignment of 10
407, and 253 cm21 as the fundamental frequencies for t
C̃ 1A8 n1 ~S–O stretching!, n2 ~S–S stretching!, and n3

~bending! modes, respectively. By exploiting a seeded fre
jet expansion of S2O molecules (Trot'1 K) in conjunction
with high-resolution LIF spectroscopy, Zhang,et al.46,47

have examined axis-switching and predissociation effect
the lowest-lyingC̃–X̃ bands, thereby providing refined rota
tional and vibrational constants (n25415.2 cm21) as well as
state-specific data regarding collision-free lifetimes. The
duced rates of nonradiative relaxation processes were q
tified in terms of a rudimentary one-dimensional tunneli
model which establishedn2 as the promoting mode for uni
molecular decomposition and predicted a predissocia
barrier to reside in the vicinity of theC̃ 1A8y256 level. The
experimental and theoretical efforts discussed below b
upon these prior investigations of S2O in order to extract
structural and dynamical information encoded
vibronically-resolvedC̃˜X̃ emission spectra.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Since the basic techniques employed for fluoresce
studies of jet-cooled S2O molecules have been described
previous publications,46,48only the most salient experimenta
features will be repeated here. Tunable ultraviolet radiat
was generated by frequency doubling~Inrad Autotracker II;
servo-locked BBO crystal! the fundamental output of a high
resolution dye laser~Lambda Physik FL3002E;,0.035
cm21 spectral bandwidth! which was pumped by the secon
harmonic of an injection-seeded Nd:YAG system~Spectra
Physics GCR-4-20; 20 pps repetition rate,;8 ns pulse dura-
tion!. The resulting;330 nm light was spatially filtered an
recollimated to a diameter of 0.4–0.5 cm before pass
through brewster-angle windows mounted on the baffled
trance and exit arms of the molecular beam apparatus.
absolute dye laser frequency was calibrated through use
heated iodine absorption cell49 and the ultraviolet energy im
pinging upon the S2O sample was attenuated to the lowe
values consistent with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios.
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The requisite S2O molecules were generatedin situ by
means of a heterogeneous reaction50 in which the vapor pres-
sure of cooled SOCl2 ~;37 Torr at 0 °C!51 was entrained in
;4.5 atm of helium carrier gas and passed through a he
Pyrex tube~100 °C–150 °C! containing CuS powder sus
pended in a glass wool matrix. Chemically-inert tubing d
rected the resulting S2O/He mixture into a pulsed free-je
source based upon a current-loop actuator capable of pro
ing choke-flow pulses of< 60 ms duration~R. M. Jordan Co.
C-211SS; modified for 20 pps operation!. The unique ‘‘flow-
through’’ geometry inherent to this apparatus permitted
highly reactive target molecules to be swept continuou
past the nozzle assembly with the rate of flow adjus
manually in order to achieve an optimal balance betwe
surface-mediated production and decomposition of the S2O
species. While preliminary experiments were performed w
a circular expansion orifice~0.05 cm diameter!,48 the studies
reported below made use of a custom rectangular nozzle
erture of 0.015 cm width and 1.15 cm length.52 The im-
proved velocity collimation and extended interaction pa
length afforded by this modification enhanced measu
signal-to-noise ratios greatly while still maintaining reaso
able quenching of internal degrees of freedom (Trot'5 K).52

With the sample chamber evacuated by a liquid nitrog
baffled 69 diffusion pump, ambient pressures of,5
31025 Torr, as measured by an uncalibrated ionizati
gauge, could be maintained under typical 20 pps opera
conditions.

The ultraviolet excitation light propagated through t
S2O/He slit-jet expansion;1 cm downstream from the
nozzle orifice in a direction parallel to the major axis of t
rectangular aperture and perpendicular to the axis of mole
lar flow. Identical sets of customf /1.0 imaging optics ar-
ranged symmetrically on both sides of the plane defined
intersection of the molecular and laser beams were use
monitor spontaneous emission emerging from the interac
region. Light collected by one of these optical assemb
passed through spectral filters selected to reject stray l
and impinged upon the photocathode of an ambient~;25 °C!
photomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu R331!. The resulting pho-
tocurrent was preamplified and directed to a CAMAC-bas
gated integrator that enabled the total fluorescence inten
to be recorded as a function of excitation wavelength. O
tuned to a selected rovibronic line of the S2O C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8
system, the relative stability of target molecule producti
could be assessed readily by monitoring the magnitude
this undispersed LIF signal.

Spontaneous emission collected by the remaining opt
assembly was directed through a 0.5 m Ebert scann
monochromator~Jarrell–Ash 82-020; used in first-orde!
which contained an 1180 groove/mm diffraction grati
blazed for 400 nm radiation. Monochromator scans were p
formed at instrumental slit widths of 50, 200, and 250mm
thereby yielding an effective resolution of 0.8, 3.2 and 4.0
respectively. Resolved fluorescence was detected by an
bient~;25 °C! photomultiplier tube~Hamamatsu R666! hav-
ing uniform radiant sensitivity over the near-ultraviolet a
visible regions of the spectrum~specified photocathode rad
ant sensitivity of 7065 mA/W over 4000–8000 Å range
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dropping to; 60 mA/W at 3400 Å!.53 The resulting photo-
current was preamplified, directed to a gated integrator,
recorded as a function of dispersed wavelength with ac
~shot-by-shot! amplitude stabilization following from nor
malization of the integrated signal by the corresponding to
~undispersed! fluorescence intensity. All data acquisitio
functions were controlled by a custom software package r
ning in a personal computer environment; however, the s
sequent processing and analysis of data were performe
RISC workstations. Atomic emission lamps, in conjuncti
with the known frequency of the excitation laser, were us
to calibrate the wavelength scale of the monochromator.
nonuniform spectral sensitivity of the detection train w
corrected by employing the calibrated output of a qua
halogen lamp~Eppley Laboratory! that was inserted directly
into the S2O interaction region while the accompanying p
larization dependence~i.e., stemming primarily from the
polarization-selective diffraction efficiency of the monochr
mator! necessitated additional polarized fluorescence m
surements to derive appropriate adjustment factors. As a
sult of such procedures, reported ground state vibratio
energies are believed to be accurate to better than65 cm21

and the relative emission strengths of vibronically-resolv
features derived from a given excitation line should exh
uncertainties of less than65%. Repeated dispersed fluore
cence experiments performed on a selected subse
C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 absorption bands have corroborated the va
ity of these error estimates.

III. SURVEY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Resolved S2O fluorescence measurements were p
formed by tuning the frequency of the incident ultravio
radiation into resonance with the prominentqR0(1) rota-
tional line of isolated vibronic features in the jet-coole
C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 absorption system. Extensive LIF probes,
well as recorded emission patterns, permitted the ten pe
selected for the present investigation to be assigned un
biguously as the 00

0 ~29 688.2 cm21!, 20
1 (30 098.8 cm21),

20
2 ~30 505.6 cm21!, 20

3 ~30 908.5 cm21!, 20
4 ~31 307.2 cm21!,

10
1 ~30 721.8 cm21!, 30

1 ~30 721.8 cm21!, 10
121

1 ~29 942.0 cm21!,
20

130
1 (30 446.7 cm21), and 20

230
1 (30 755.1 cm21) bands

where values in parentheses denote the corresponding
tation wavenumbers. Given the dominance of type-a selec-
tion rules,44,46 vibronic transitions in the resulting disperse
fluorescence spectra should nominally consist of two re
nances that terminate on the 10,1 and 30,3 rotational levels of
a particularX̃ 1A8 vibrational state. High-resolution stimu
lated emission pumping~SEP! studies54 have shown such
rotational lines to be separated by;1.6 cm21, thereby pro-
hibiting their direct observation under monochromat
limited resolution. PreviousC̃–X̃ rotational analyses hav
documented the existence of a minute axis-switching ef
that inducesb-polarized transition character;46 however, such
phenomena are not expected to introduce significant pe
bations for vibronically-resolved spectra acquired in
rotationally-cold molecular beam environment. In particul
the <2° axis-switching angles deduced for the lowest-lyi
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members of the 20
y8 progression have been shown to intr

duce only slight perturbations in the intensities of rotation
features recorded under typical jet-cooled conditions.

Figure 1 illustrates a portion of the dispersed fluore
cence data obtained through selective excitation of the~a! 00

0

~origin!, ~b! 10
1, ~c! 20

1, and~d! 30
1 bands in theC̃–X̃ system.

These results are in good accord with those reported in
preliminary analysis of the S2O emission spectrum;48 how-
ever, the present experimental efforts are much broade
scope and quality, reflecting significant improvements
resolution, sensitivity, and calibration. Since the optical d
tection efficiency has been corrected for constant radiant
sitivity, the intensity information exhibited by Fig. 1 an
utilized for all subsequent Franck–Condon calculations
directly proportional to spectral irradiance. Each dispers
fluorescence trace contains;100 resonances, leading to
total of ;1000 calibrated emission intensities and transit
frequencies for the ten selected excitation lines. The resul
compilation of 240 distinctX̃ 1A8 vibrational levels ~cf.
Table I! spans ground state energies extending from the z
point to approximately 14 000 cm21 and accesses eigenstat

FIG. 1. Experimental emission spectra for the S2O C̃–X̃ system. The de-
picted dispersed fluorescence spectra were acquired under supersonic
conditions (Trot'5 K) by selective excitation of the~a! 00

0(29 688.2 cm21),
~b! 10

1(30 721.8 cm21), ~c! 20
1(30 098.8 cm21), and ~d! 30

1(29 942.0 cm21)

bands in the S2O C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 absorption system where the values in p
rentheses denote the location of targetedqR0(1) rotational lines. Isolated
emission features exhibit full-widths of 10–20 cm21 which are commensu-
rate with the monochromator-limited resolution achieved in these exp
ments. The vibronic assignments in each panel highlight prominent gro
state progressions built upon overtones of then2 S–S stretching vibration
where the number of quanta in then1 S–O stretching andn3 S–S–O bend-

ing modes remains unchanged uponC̃˜X̃ transition.
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TABLE I. Vibrational term values for theX̃ 1A8 state of S2O. Measured energies for theX̃ 1A8 potential surface were obtained from roughly 25 dispers

fluorescence spectra which resulted from selective excitation of single rotational lines in ten distinct vibronic bands of the jet-cooledC̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 absorption
system. Although instrumental resolution varied between 0.8 and 4.0 Å, reported vibrational terms are estimated to have uncertainties of65 cm21. The
calculated energies follow from diagonalization of an optimized vibron Hamiltonian for the ground state, thereby yielding a root-mean-square deviation from
experimental values of 5.7 cm21. Vibrational assignments were generated by means of an iterative procedure which started from known fund
frequencies and a minimal algebraic description, the later being refined successively upon~incremental! inclusion of data derived from higher-lying vibrationa
eigenstates.

v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual

0 0 1 377.4 381.6 24.2 1 6 4 6588.7 6586.6 2.1 2 12 0 9996.7 10 002.5 25.8
0 1 0 680.2 676.4 3.9 0 9 2 6633.7 6629.6 4.1 0 14 3 10 070.2 10 077.0 26.8
0 0 2 754.9 762.9 28.1 2 6 1 6645.1 6639.0 6.1 2 11 2 10 088.4 10 096.7 28.2
0 1 1 1056.1 1054.8 1.3 0 8 4 6718.3 6716.5 1.7 1 14 0 10 118.1 10 118.7 20.6
1 0 0 1158.1 1151.2 6.8 1 8 1 6775.5 6772.0 3.4 2 10 4 10 198.7 10 192.3 6
0 2 0 1352.1 1347.9 4.2 1 7 3 6862.9 6859.1 3.8 0 16 0 10 230.7 10 235.3 24.6
0 1 2 1430.4 1433.0 22.7 0 10 1 6905.9 6901.6 4.3 3 10 1 10 249.0 10 239.5 9.
1 0 1 1535.8 1530.6 5.2 2 7 0 6921.3 6914.1 7.1 2 9 6 10 291.5 10 289.3 2
0 2 1 1722.7 1723.4 20.6 0 9 3 6992.5 6987.9 4.6 0 15 2 10 336.3 10 331.7 4.
0 1 3 1809.8 1811.0 21.2 2 6 2 7006.7 6999.4 7.3 2 12 1 10 344.3 10 351.6 27.3
1 1 0 1838.7 1833.2 5.5 1 9 0 7046.7 7043.7 3.0 4 9 0 10 376.9 10 383.8 26.9
0 3 0 2012.5 2014.6 22.2 1 8 2 7133.8 7130.3 3.4 0 14 4 10 431.0 10 427.4 3.
0 2 2 2094.5 2098.6 24.1 0 11 0 7172.5 7172.3 0.2 1 14 1 10 460.0 10 467.3 27.3
1 1 1 2211.5 2209.4 2.1 1 7 4 7219.3 7219.1 0.2 3 11 0 10 490.9 10 493.6 22.7
0 3 1 2384.2 2387.2 23.1 0 10 2 7257.0 7258.3 21.3 2 10 5 10 548.0 10 544.1 3.9
0 2 3 2472.9 2473.6 20.7 2 7 1 7274.8 7272.5 2.3 1 13 3 10 571.5 10 562.4 9.
1 2 0 2505.7 2507.6 21.9 0 9 4 7347.1 7346.1 1.0 0 16 1 10 583.8 10 583.8 0.
1 1 2 2585.8 2585.4 0.4 1 9 1 7404.2 7400.2 4.0 2 13 0 10 595.9 10 605.2 29.4
0 4 0 2676.1 2676.5 20.3 1 8 3 7488.3 7488.4 20.1 0 15 3 10 686.9 10 681.0 5.9
0 3 2 2757.5 2759.7 22.1 0 11 1 7525.0 7527.4 22.4 1 15 0 10 718.4 10 720.1 21.6
1 2 1 2877.5 2880.9 23.4 2 8 0 7544.9 7543.2 1.6 4 9 1 10 752.5 10 733.7 18.
2 1 0 2980.9 2980.8 0.1 0 10 3 7620.1 7614.9 5.2 0 14 5 10 775.9 10 777.621.6
0 4 1 3049.0 3046.4 2.6 2 7 2 7633.5 7630.7 2.8 2 11 4 10 796.6 10 797.5 20.9
0 3 3 3124.5 3131.8 27.4 1 10 0 7673.3 7668.5 4.8 0 17 0 10 827.3 10 832.9 25.6
1 3 0 3171.9 3174.9 22.9 1 9 2 7755.6 7756.5 20.9 3 11 1 10 853.7 10 842.2 11.6
1 2 2 3248.6 3253.9 25.3 0 12 0 7793.6 7794.8 21.2 2 10 6 10 889.1 10 895.7 26.5
0 5 0 3332.8 3333.4 20.6 18 4 7850.8 7846.4 4.4 1 13 4 10 916.8 10 911.9 4.
0 4 2 3419.1 3416.1 3.0 0 11 2 7883.9 7882.4 1.5 0 16 2 10 938.2 10 932.1
0 3 4 3498.7 3503.7 25.1 2 8 1 7904.1 7899.5 4.7 4 10 0 10 976.3 10 986.1 29.8
1 3 1 3547.7 3545.3 2.4 2 7 3 7984.1 7988.7 24.6 0 15 4 11 027.6 11 030.2 22.6
1 2 3 3642.1 3626.7 15.5 1 10 1 8023.0 8023.1 20.1 1 15 1 11 056.7 11 067.4 210.7
2 2 0 3659.1 3658.1 1.0 3 7 0 8039.6 8041.1 21.5 4 9 2 11 082.6 11 083.5 20.9
0 5 1 3701.1 3700.8 0.3 1 9 3 8111.3 8112.7 21.3 0 14 6 11 140.0 11 127.5 12.5
0 4 3 3785.9 3785.6 0.3 0 12 1 8149.5 8148.4 1.1 1 14 3 11 168.6 11 164.1
1 4 0 3834.1 3835.3 21.1 2 9 0 8170.0 8166.1 3.9 0 17 1 11 181.3 11 180.4 0.
1 3 2 3911.8 3915.5 23.7 0 11 3 8232.2 8237.3 25.0 3 11 2 11 191.3 11 190.6 0.7
0 6 0 3983.1 3985.5 22.3 2 8 2 8257.7 8255.6 2.1 1 13 5 11 256.9 11 261.2 24.3
0 5 2 4069.9 4068.0 1.8 1 11 0 8289.5 8288.2 1.3 0 16 3 11 282.7 11 280.4
0 4 4 4158.4 4154.9 3.4 1 10 2 8374.2 8377.6 23.4 1 16 0 11 315.5 11 317.2 21.8
1 4 1 4202.9 4203.0 20.1 3 7 1 8397.8 8397.3 0.5 0 15 5 11 370.8 11 379.2 28.4
1 3 3 4284.6 4285.4 20.8 0 13 0 8415.3 8412.4 2.9 2 12 4 11 391.0 11 398.3 27.3
2 3 0 4309.2 4325.9 216.7 1 9 4 8456.4 8468.6 212.2 0 18 0 11 420.1 11 425.6 25.5
0 6 1 4349.6 4350.5 21.0 0 12 2 8498.2 8501.8 23.6 3 12 1 11 456.0 11 440.2 15.8
0 5 3 4433.6 4435.0 21.4 2 9 1 8524.5 8520.4 4.0 1 14 4 11 520.7 11 512.3 8.
1 5 0 4489.0 4489.0 20.0 0 11 4 8590.8 8591.9 21.1 0 17 2 11 532.6 11 527.8 4.7
1 4 2 4568.7 4570.5 21.8 2 8 3 8612.7 8611.5 1.2 2 14 1 11 565.7 11 550.3 15.
0 7 0 4629.0 4632.7 23.7 1 11 1 8638.8 8641.1 22.3 0 16 4 11 620.2 11 628.5 28.3
0 6 2 4717.1 4715.3 1.7 3 8 0 8663.5 8663.7 20.2 2 13 3 11 651.2 11 648.0 3.2
0 5 4 4802.0 4801.8 0.3 1 10 3 8727.8 8732.0 24.2 1 16 1 11 670.0 11 663.5 6.5
1 5 1 4855.1 4854.2 0.9 0 13 1 8764.4 8764.5 20.1 1 15 3 11 761.0 11 761.8 20.8
1 4 3 4938.0 4937.8 0.2 2 10 0 8786.8 8783.4 3.4 0 18 1 11 780.0 11 772.2
2 4 0 4977.4 4984.8 27.4 0 12 3 8849.6 8855.1 25.5 2 15 0 11 792.2 11 799.0 26.8
0 7 1 4994.9 4995.5 20.5 2 9 2 8872.4 8874.5 22.2 1 14 5 11 862.0 11 860.3 1.7
0 6 3 5082.5 5080.0 2.5 1 12 0 8902.3 8903.0 20.7 0 17 3 11 877.0 11 875.1 1.9
1 6 0 5137.5 5136.5 1.0 1 11 2 8991.9 8993.9 22.0 1 17 0 11 910.7 11 910.4 0.3
1 5 2 5219.1 5219.2 20.1 0 14 0 9030.2 9025.0 5.2 0 19 0 12 011.5 12 013.2 21.7
0 8 0 5271.9 5275.0 23.1 1 10 4 9076.8 9086.1 29.4 0 18 2 12 113.3 12 118.7 25.4
1 4 4 5303.6 5304.9 21.3 0 13 2 9109.9 9116.5 26.6 2 15 1 12 155.5 12 144.1 11.3
2 4 1 5343.1 5350.3 27.3 2 10 1 9133.7 9135.8 22.1 1 17 1 12 258.5 12 255.6 2.9
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual v1 v2 v3

Measured
term

energy

Calculated
term

energy Residual

0 7 2 5356.6 5358.1 21.5 2 9 3 9229.3 9228.5 0.8 0 19 1 12 353.8 12 359.0 25.2
0 6 4 5449.8 5444.4 5.5 1 12 1 9251.6 9254.3 22.7 3 13 2 12 374.1 12 379.6 25.5
1 6 1 5501.5 5499.3 2.2 3 9 0 9280.8 9279.5 1.2 2 16 0 12 399.5 12 390.7
1 5 3 5581.8 5584.0 22.2 1 11 3 9335.4 9346.6 211.2 1 18 0 12 498.4 12 499.7 21.3
0 8 1 5632.6 5635.6 23.0 0 14 1 9374.8 9375.8 21.0 0 20 0 12 599.9 12 595.8 4.1
2 4 2 5707.1 5715.7 28.6 2 11 0 9395.5 9395.3 0.2 0 19 2 12 708.0 12 704.8 3
0 7 3 5726.5 5720.5 6.0 0 13 3 9464.2 9468.4 24.1 2 16 1 12 739.6 12 734.8 4.8
1 7 0 5780.3 5778.0 2.3 2 10 2 9481.4 9488.1 26.7 2 15 3 12 832.8 12 834.2 21.4
1 6 2 5863.1 5861.9 1.1 1 13 0 9509.9 9513.1 23.2 1 18 1 12 852.6 12 844.1 8.5
0 9 0 5910.1 5912.3 22.2 0 12 5 9560.9 9561.1 20.2 0 20 1 12 939.9 12 941.0 21.1
1 5 4 5948.7 5948.6 0.1 0 12 2 9596.0 9605.6 29.5 3 14 2 12 960.7 12 968.8 28.1
0 8 2 5996.0 5996.1 20.1 0 15 0 9642.0 9632.6 9.4 2 16 2 13 077.0 13 078.7 21.8
0 7 4 6090.2 6082.6 7.6 1 11 4 9689.7 9699.0 29.4 1 19 0 13 099.4 13 085.2 14.2
1 7 1 6141.4 6138.5 2.9 0 14 2 9723.0 9726.5 23.4 1 18 2 13 187.5 13 188.4 20.8
1 6 3 6227.4 6224.4 3.0 2 11 1 9738.1 9746.1 28.0 2 17 1 13 319.3 13 332.5 23.2
0 9 1 6272.7 6271.0 1.7 4 8 0 9768.0 9775.0 26.9 2 16 3 13 414.1 13 422.6 28.5
2 6 0 6282.0 6278.4 3.6 2 10 3 9830.2 9840.3 210.1 1 19 1 13 436.0 13 428.9 7.2
0 8 3 6361.1 6356.4 4.7 1 13 1 9855.5 9863.0 27.5 2 18 0 13 555.7 13 565.4 29.7
1 8 0 6416.4 6413.6 2.8 3 10 0 9890.6 9889.3 1.3 1 20 0 13 650.0 13 667.3217.3
1 7 2 6503.3 6498.9 4.4 2 9 5 9943.8 9935.9 7.9 2 17 2 13 682.2 13 665.5 1
0 10 0 6544.6 6544.8 20.1 0 15 1 9982.8 9982.2 0.6 3 15 3 13 892.8 13 898.0 25.2
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possessing up to 4, 20, and 5 quanta, respectively, in then1 ,
n2 , andn3 modes. Although effective monochromator res
lution varied considerably over this range, experiments h
shown the reproducibility in measured peak positions to
better than65 cm21.

As demonstrated by the vibronic assignments appea
in Fig. 1, the S2O fluorescence data are dominated by ext
sive progressions built upon then2 S–S stretching mode

This observation, as well as the monotonic increase in0
y8

absorption strength noted over the range of 0<y8<10,41 re-
flects the substantial change in S–S bond length that acc
panies thep*—p electron promotion. The most intens
transitions in each spectrum are found to conservey1 andy3

quantum numbers with the highlighted~a! 2y
0, ~b! 11

12y
0, ~c!

2y
1, and ~d! 2y

031
1 features displaying vibronically-resolve

emission envelopes which contain internal nodes equa
number to that ofn2 quanta in theC̃ 1A8 state. This conclu-
sion is reinforced dramatically by results obtained throu

excitation of higher-lyingC̃–X̃ bands~e.g., 20
y8 with y8>2!,

thereby leading to a situation reminiscent of that expec
from the application of simple Franck–Condon arguments
a pseudodiatomic S–~SO! species.1 Attempts to quantify
these assertions by modeling the measuredn2 vibrational
structure for each electronic manifold in terms of displac
one-dimensional Morse oscillators and numerically evalu
ing Franck–Condon factors from the corresponding wa
functions proved to be unsatisfactory. Moderate agreem
was obtained for the lowest-lying members of progressi
involving exclusively the S–S stretching coordinate~viz.

2y
y8!; however, the ability of this rudimentary treatment

reproduce experimental intensities deteriorated rapidly w
increasingn2 vibrational energy content. While such beha
ior might be taken as evidence for ground state intramole
-
e
e

g
-

m-

in

h

d
o

,
t-
-
nt
s

h

u-

lar vibrational redistribution~IVR!55 wherebyC̃–X̃ transi-
tion probability is distributed over neighboringX̃ 1A8
eigenstates, the ensuing vibron analyses will attribute
manifestation to the distinct~nonlocal! vibrational dynamics
supported by theC̃ 1A8 potential surface.

IV. LIE ALGEBRAIC ANALYSES

A. Lie algebraic realization of the morse oscillator

Since their mathematical inception in 1893,56 Lie alge-
bras have been exploited extensively for the simplified
scription of complex physical systems. The Lie algebr
generation of spectral information was demonstrated
nuclear physics in 197457 with the resulting interacting boso
model~IBM ! representing a now-standard framework for t
quantitative interpretation of nuclear structure.58 The under-
lying IBM methodology was extended subsequently to f
mulate the molecular vibron model59 in which molecules are
treated as coupled assemblies of quantized~bosonic! excita-
tions that are commonly referred to as vibrons.14,15 The en-
ergy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the system are
tained from an algebraic Hamiltonian, thereby providing t
requisite ingredients for the calculations of transition fr
quencies and intensities. While the vibron scheme can p
vide capabilities that complement those afforded by m
traditional approaches to molecular structure and dynam
its most important advantage stems from the anharmonic
ture of the fundamental building blocks~the vibrons!. Vibra-
tional anharmonicity can thus be incorporated explicitly fro
the onset, leading to economical parametrization and ra
convergence of expansions used to describe polyatomic
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ergy levels and wavefunctions.14,15 Such characteristics ar
of paramount importance for chemically-relevant situatio
involving highly vibrationally-excited molecules and comp
cated potential energy hypersurfaces. This general sch
can be implemented in a variety of different forms that
flect the essential properties of a particular problem. T
simplest case, corresponding to aU(2) Lie algebraic
treatment,14,15 employs one-dimensional basis functio
which associate the elementary vibrons with excitations
either Morse60,61 ~for stretching! or Pöschl–Teller62,63 ~for
bending! potentials. For inherently two-dimensional situ
tions ~e.g., the doubly-degenerate bending modes of lin
polyatomics!, a more sophisticated treatment can be form
lated in terms of aU(3) framework.64 Finally, in cases
where the separation of rotational and vibrational degree
freedom is compromised, a full three-dimensional vibr
model can be built upon the Lie algebraU(4).59

The ensuing analyses of vibronically-resolved S2O emis-
sion data build upon a coupledU(2) framework that enable
the vibrational Hamiltonian for each electronic manifold
be formulated in terms of bosonic creation and annihilat
operators which describe interacting anharmonic degree
freedom~i.e., vibrons!. The origin of this approach can b
traced to the isomorphism that exists between the unitary
algebraU(2) and the energy spectrum of a one-dimensio
Morse oscillator14 defined by the potential functionV(x)
5D@12e2bx#2 whereD denotes the dissociation energy a
b represents the range parameter. In particular, a one-to
correspondence can be established between eigenstates
Morse–Schro¨dinger equation,huw&5«uw& with h5p2/2m
1V(x), and the representations ofU(2), uN,y&, the latter
being characterized by two quantum numbers which spe
the total number of bound levels, 11N/2 or 11(N21)/2 ~N
even orN odd!, and the vibrational index,y, such thaty
50,1...N/2 or (N21)/2. When recast in theU(2) basis, the
Morse Hamiltonian assumes the simple formh5«01AC
where«0 andA signify constant modeling parameters wh
C is related to the invariant quadratic Casimir operatorC of
the subalgebraO(2) @with eigenvaluesm25(N22y)2# by
means of:65,66

C5
1

4N
~N22C!. ~1!

With this definition, the eigenvalues ofh in the U(2) repre-
sentation can be written as«5«01A(y2y2/N) which, upon
introduction of the substitutionsA5ve and N5ve /vexe ,
yields the more conventional spectroscopic expression:

«5«01vey2vexey
2, ~2!

whereve andvexe denote the traditional frequency and a
harmonicity ~in units of cm21! for the one-dimensiona
Morse oscillator of reduced massm. In turn, these parameter
can be related to the structural constants which appear in
corresponding potential function,V(x):1,14

ve5
b

2pc
A2D

m
, vexe5

\b2

4pcm
. ~3!
s
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-
e
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The algebraic Morse representation can serve as an an
monic expansion basis for describing more complex inter
tions as a power series in operatorC:

h5«01(
k

A~k!Ck, ~4!

and can be exploited to construct model Hamiltonians
assemblies of coupled~anharmonic! oscillators.14,15 Similar
algebraic developments can be demonstrated for the
dimensional Po¨schl–Teller potential which displays boun
states isospectral to those of the Morse form.

B. Vibrational frequencies of polyatomic molecules

The U(2) algebraic scheme enables the vibration
structure of a polyatomic system to be treated as an asse
of n coupled Morse~and/or Po¨schl–Teller! oscillators,14,15

where n equals the number of vibrational degrees of fre
dom. The resultingU(2) representation has the form of
tensor product vector space describing the~uncoupled! an-
harmonic behavior exhibited by the constituent oscillat
which often can be associated with particular local stretch
and bending motions of the molecular framework. The int
actions taking place between such ‘‘local oscillators’’ are
crucial aspect of intramolecular dynamics and can be pa
tioned into two broad categories depending upon whet
they are diagonal or nondiagonal in the uncoupled~tensor
product! basis. These essential characteristics can be in
porated into a model vibron Hamiltonian given by:

H5E01(
i 51

n

AiCi1(
i< j

n

Ai j CiCj1(
i , j

n

l i j M i j , ~5!

where terms involving isolated Casimir operators,Ci , define
an uncoupled set ofn anharmonic oscillators~cf. Sec. IV A!
while the product Casimir operators,CiCj , and Majorana
operators,Mi j , describe the diagonal and nondiagonal int
actions, respectively, which occur in the local basis.67 In this
article, we use the more convenient product Casimir ope
tors, CiCj , instead of the operatorsCi j of Iachello and
Oss,67 in order to isolate the explicit dependence on the pr
uct of vibrational quantum numbersy iy j . The effective zero-
point energy is denoted asE0 , with the symbolsAi , Ai j ,
and l i j signifying adjustable parameters that reflect the
tailed vibrational behavior of a particular system. Within t
local tensor product representation, the matrix elements
operatorsCi andCiCj follow from:

^Ni ,y i uCi uNi ,y i8&5S y i2
y i

2

Ni
D dy i ,y i8, ~6!

while the corresponding matrix elements for the Majora
operators,Mi j , can be formulated as:
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^Ni ,y i ;Nj ,y j uMi j uNi ,y i8 ;Nj ,y j8&

5F S 12
y j

Nj
D ~y j11!S 12

y i21

Ni
D y i G1/2

dy j ,y
j811dy i ,y

i821

1F S 12
y i

Ni
D ~y i11!S 12

y j21

Nj
D y j G1/2

3dy i ,y
i811dy j ,y

j821 . ~7!

The matrix elements in Eq.~7! have been given in a form
that reduces to conventional normal mode coupling exp
sions in the harmonic limit~i.e., whenNi˜`!.65 The nondi-
agonal interactions introduced by the Majorana operators
found only to mix vibrational states having the same to
number of quanta~viz. y i1y j5constant!. This leads to a
block diagonal representation ofH in the local oscillator ba-
sis, where each block can be characterized by a unique
tiplet label,V, derived from the sum of quantum numbe
V5y11y21y3 .14,15 Such simplification greatly facilitate
diagonalization of the vibron Hamiltonian to obtain the d
sired vibrational eigenvalues~i.e., fundamental frequencie
and overtones! and their corresponding eigenvectors, w
the latter expressed as an expansion over~uncoupled! tensor
product basis states. Exhaustive attempts to incorporate o
resonant interactions, including Fermi perturbations ba
upon integer multiples of the three fundamental vibratio
frequencies, did not lead to statistically significant improv
ments in the quality of energy level analyses performed
either the ground or excited electronic manifolds of the S2O
system.

C. Franck–Condon factors and transition intensities

The algebraic evaluation of multidimensional Franc
Condon factors and associated vibronic transition intens
requires detailed knowledge of the vibrational eigensta
supported by two distinct potential surfaces. Such inform
tion can be obtained readily through least-squares adjustm
of modeling parameters embodied in the appropriate vib
Hamiltonian for each electronic manifold so as to reprodu
experimentally observed patterns of vibrational ene
levels.14,15In particular, this procedure yields expressions
the corresponding vibrational eigenvectors in terms of
local anharmonic basis. TheU(2) Lie algebraic treatment o
the nonlinear triatomic S2O species entails three one
dimensional oscillators, leading to the uncoupled ten
product representation uNa ,ya ;Nb ,yb ;Nc ,yc&[uNa ,ya&
^ uNb ,yb& ^ uNc ,yc& where the subscriptsa, b, andc affixed
to quantum numbers signify the local S–O stretching, S
stretching, andS–S–Obending degrees of freedom, respe
tively. Independent diagonalization of vibron Hamiltonia
for the X̃ 1A8 and C̃ 1A8 states of S2O provide explicit val-
ues for the vibrational expansion coefficients:

uX̃;y1 ,y2 ,y3&5 (
ya ,yb ,yc

dya ,yb ,yc

y1 ,y2 ,y3 uX̃;ya ,yb ,yc&,

~8!

uC̃;y18 ,y28 ,y38&5 (
ya8 ,yb8 ,yc8

c
y

a8 ,y
b8 ,y

c8

y18 ,y28 ,y38 uC̃;ya8 ,yb8 ,yc8&,
s-

re
l

ul-
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r

S
-

where the numerical subscripts appearing on vibratio
quantum numbers signify the conventional mode order
for a bent triatomic system and theNi labels of the local
basis have been dropped for notational convenience. Ass
ing that the transition-inducing electric dipole moment o
erator does not exhibit a significant dependence upon nuc
coordinates~i.e., the Condon approximation!,4 the probabil-
ity or intensity,I y

18y
28y

38˜y1y2y3
, of a vibronic emission proces

connecting initial electronically-excited stateuC̃;y18 ,y28 ,y38&
with final ground stateuX̃;y1 ,y2 ,y3& is proportional to the
corresponding Franck–Condon factor,uTy

18y
28y

38˜y1y2y3
u2:

I y
18y

28y
38˜y1y2y3

}n4uTy
18y

28y
38˜y1y2y3

u2, ~9!

with the characteristicn4 frequency dependence stemmin
from the calibration of our fluorescence detection appara
for constant radiant sensitivity. The Franck–Condon fac
of Eq. ~9! is defined by the square modulus of the cor
sponding vibrational overlap integral:4

Ty
18y

28y
38˜y1y2y3

5^X̃;y1 ,y2 ,y3uC̃;y18 ,y28 ,y38&. ~10!

These overlap integrals are inherently multidimension
however, the local anharmonic basis of the vibron mo
introduces both conceptual and practical simplifications.
particular, the calculation ofTy

18y
28y

38˜y1y2y3
can be recast by

exploiting the eigenvector expansions of Eq.~8!:

Ty
18y

28y
38˜y1y2y3

5 (
ya8 ,yb8 ,yc8
ya ,yb ,yc

~dya ,yb ,yc

y1 ,y2 ,y3 !* c
y

a8 ,y
b8 ,y

c8

y18 ,y28 ,y38

3^X̃;ya ,yb ,ycuC̃;ya8 ,yb8 ,yc8&, ~11!

where the tensor product nature of the uncoupled repre
tation leads to a further partitioning into computationall
expedient products of one-dimensional integrals:48

^X̃;ya ,yb ,ycuC̃;ya8 ,yb8 ,yc8&

5^X̃;yauC̃;ya8&^X̃;ybuC̃;yb8&^X̃;ycuC̃;yc8&. ~12!

Furthermore, the intrinsic coordinates~viz. local internal co-
ordinates! utilized by the vibron scheme permit changes
equilibrium geometry between the initial (C̃ 1A8) and final
(X̃ 1A8) electronic states to be specified completely in ter
of simple translational displacements,3,20 thereby eliminating
the complications~i.e., Duschinsky effect!18 incurred during
analogous normal mode treatments~which also neglect the
influence of mechanical anharmonicity!.

The local basis integrals of Eq.~12! entail the eigenstate
of one-dimensional Morse~or Pöschl–Teller! potentials and
can be evaluated by a variety of methods. Rather than res
ing to a purely numerical procedure, the ensuing Franc
Condon calculations make use of an analytical formula48,68

derived through perturbative correction of the analogo
overlap expression for two harmonic oscillators charac
ized by different frequencies,v (v8), and concavities,
a (a8), as well as relative spatial displacement,D:
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^yuy8&5E
2`

1`

cy* ~a;x!cy8~a8;~x2D!!dx5expS 2~aa8D!2

2~a21a82!
D S aa8y! y8!

2y1y8

2

a21a82
D 1/2

3S 1

a21a82
D ~y1y8!/2

(
l 50

min$y,y8% 1

l ! S 2
~aa8D!2

a21a82
D l (

y> j > l
j 5y mod 2

(
y8> j 8> l

j 85y8 mod 2

3
~a22a82!~y2 j !/2~a822a2!~y82 j 8!/2

~a21a82!~ j 1 j 8!/2

a ja8 j 8~a82! j~2a2! j 8~2D! j 1 j 8

S y2 j

2
D ! S y82 j 8

2
D ! ~ j 2 l !! ~ j 82 l !!

, ~13!
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with a5Amv/\ defining the concavity for an harmonic o
cillator of reduced mass,m, and frequency,v. This expres-
sion can be adapted to approximate the one-dimensi
overlap integrals for anharmonic~e.g., Morse-type! oscilla-
tors, with first-order perturbation theory yielding correctio
for the concavity,a (a8), and displacement,D, of the form:

a5a0~12jy!, a85a08~12j8y8!,
~14!

D5D02hy1h8y8,

where the values ofa0 , j, andh ~a08 , j8, andh8) can be
estimated from the corresponding Morse parametersb, ve ,
andvexe [b8,ve8 , and (vexe)8]:

48,68

a05bA ve

2vexe
, a085b8A ve8

2~vexe!8
,

j5
5vexe

6ve
, j85

5~vexe!8

6ve8
, ~15!

h5
2vexe

bve
, h85

2~vexe!8

b8ve8
.

Despite the simplicity introduced by the analytical fo
mula of Eq.~13!, the explicit determination of overlap pa
rameters still represents a formidable task. For the pre
S2O C̃–X̃ studies, detailed consideration of emission d
obtained through excitation of the 00

0 origin band enabled the
influence ofD0 anda0 to be examined in isolation since th
vibrationlessC̃ 1A8 level is neither mixed by Majorana cou
pling nor affected by the values ofj and h. Consequently,
the displacement and concavity for each local oscillator~viz.
D0

a anda0
a wherea5SO, SS, or SSO! could be quantified by

analyzing the intensity envelopes of vibronic progressio
involving the corresponding vibrational degree of freedo
with the perturbative estimates ofj and h from Eq. ~15!
allowing a first-order calculation of dispersed fluorescen
amplitudes for remaining excitation lines. An iterativ
manual adjustment of the parametersa0 , j, h, andD0 was
performed subsequently, thereby obtaining a global fit for
observed emission intensities.

Since the uncoupled tensor product basis represents
harmonic oscillators associated with local internal coor
nates, the translational displacement parameters,D0

SO, D0
SS,
al

nt
a

s
,

e

ll

n-
-

andD0
SSO, yield detailed information on the change in equ

librium geometry which accompanies the electronic tran
tion. Assuming bonds to lengthen~on average! with increas-
ing vibrational energy content, the signs ofD0

SO andD0
SS can

be ascertained from the first-order anharmonic correction
Eq. ~14!. In contrast, the sign ofD0

SSO remains ambiguous
since it is related to the modification in triatomic bond ang
All displacement parameters are given in units of leng
however,D0

SSOcan be converted to obtain the correspond
angular displacement:

D0
SSO5ruSSO2r 8uSSO8 , r 5

r SS1r SO

2
, ~16!

where, in keeping with the notation introduced for o
Franck–Condon emission analysis, the primed and unprim
parameters refer to the~initial! excited and~final! ground
electronic states, respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Vibrational energies for the X̃ 1A 8 ground state

The long vibronic progressions observed in S2O C̃–X̃
dispersed fluorescence spectra provide an extensive gr
state data set consisting of 240 distinct vibrational lev
which span;14 000 cm21 of internal energy within the
X̃ 1A8 potential surface. The resulting vibrational term va
ues are complied in Table I with the measurement precis
for these quantities estimated to be better than65 cm21.
Initial attempts to reproduce such laboratory findings throu
use of a minimalU(2) vibron Hamiltonian involving only
the three linear, diagonal Casimir operators,Ck where k
5a,b,c signifying the local S–O stretching, S–S stretchin
and S–S–Obending degrees of freedom, respectively, ga
an unsatisfactory root-mean-square~rms! deviation between
experiment and theory of;35 cm21. This discrepancy was
reduced to;9 cm21 by including the complete set of si
quadratic forms,CkCk8 ; however, further improvemen
could not be achieved by incorporating nondiagonal~Majo-
rana! interactions. Indeed, the same optimized algebraic
rameters were obtained under various modeling conditio
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including the incremental augmentation of prelimina
analyses based upon the minimal algebraic framework a
selected subset of theX̃ 1A8 eigenstates.

The inability to reproduce vibrational term values qua
titatively through use of a coupledU(2) scheme incorporat
ing the quadraticCkCk8 Casimir forms prompted a detaile
search for any systematic behavior in the deviations betw
experiment and theory. The predictions of the vibron mo
were found to be least satisfactory forX̃ 1A8 eigenstates in-
volving substantial excitation of all three vibrational mode
Comparison of residual patterns with the energy shifts p
duced by various algebraic operators suggested the intro
tion of selective cubic and quartic combinations, leading t
vibron Hamiltonian of the form:

HX̃5AaCa1AbCb1AcCc1AaaCaCa

1AabCaCb1AacCaCc1AbbCbCb

1AbcCbCc1AccCcCc1AabbCaCbCb

1AbbcCbCbCc1AabbbCaCbCbCb . ~17!

Least-squares adjustment of the modeling parameters inHX̃

produced the optimized quantities presented in Table

TABLE II. Optimized Hamiltonian parameters for the algebraic descript
of S2O. Parameters derived from the least-squares regression
experimentally-measured vibrational level patterns are presented for th

gebraic Hamiltonians used to describe theX̃ 1A8 andC̃ 1A8 electronic states
of S2O, with values in parentheses signifying the associated one stan
deviation uncertainties. The unitless quantum numberNa , wherea5a, b,
or c represents the local S–O stretching, S–S stretching, andS–S–Obend-
ing degrees of freedom, respectively, indicate the number of bound ei
states in each local~anharmonic! oscillator comprising the uncoupled U~2!
basis. WhileNa andNb embody the Morse parameters for the correspond
S–O and S–S diatomic units, the bending motion is characterized byNc

5Na1Nb . All other tabulated quantities are expressed in wavenumb
~cm21! with the linear diagonal parameters,Aa , reflecting the local-mode
harmonic frequencies.

Algebraic
Parameter X̃ 1A8 Surface C̃ 1A8 Surface

Na 187 187
Nb 255 158
Nc 439 345

Aa 1155.77~37! 904.4~92!
Ab 678.797~58! 534.7~10!
Ac 381.73~16! 264.7~20!

Aaa 1.654~68! ¯

Aab 7.06~15! ¯

Aac 22.240~55! ¯

Abb 0.2490~38! ¯

Abc 23.237~43! ¯

Acc 0.750~29! ¯

Aabb 21.486~18! ¯

Abbc 0.0683~25! ¯

Aabbb 0.04705~66! ¯

lab ¯ 257.1~67!
lbc ¯ 244.0~35!

rms
deviation 5.7 3.2
a

-

en
l

.
-
c-

a

I,

with the comparison of experimentally-measured a
theoretically-predicted vibrational term values in Table
showing an rms deviation of 5.7 cm21.

The absence of nondiagonal~Majorana! interactions in
the ground state algebraic Hamiltonian implies that the c
responding S2O vibrational dynamics are well described b
local stretching and bending modes which, although anh
monic in nature, remain essentially uncoupled for the se
240 levels examined by our dispersed fluorescence stud
This assertion of orthogonal and local vibrational degrees
freedom over a span of internal energy in excess of 1.6
@viz. ;46% of theD0

0(S–SO) dissociation limit#69 is remark-
able, especially given theoretical predictions of other bou
species within theX̃ 1A8 potential surface. Theab initio cal-
culations of Fueno and Buenker39 have indicated two othe
~bound! isomers ofC2v symmetry to exist, an open SO
chain ~1.90 eV! and a closed S2O(R) ring ~1.58 eV! where
the values in parentheses denote relative energies mea
with respect to the global SSO minimum. Barrier heights
the various S2O isomerization channels have not been do
mented; however, the small changes in vibrational beha
uncovered by the present studies would tend to suggest
the SSO↔S2O(R) barrier crest resides at energies subst
tially in excess of 1.6 eV.

The uniform local dynamics exhibited by the S2O X̃ 1A8
manifold stand in stark contrast to the substantially m
complex behavior found in the isovalent SO2 species. Dis-
persed fluorescence measurements by Yamanouchi
co-workers70 have probed 311 levels within the SO2 X̃ 1A1

potential surface, thereby accessing eigenstates which
tain up to;20 500 cm21 of rovibrational energy@viz. ;45%
of the D0

0(OS–O) dissociation limit#.71 Recent algebraic
analyses of these data by Sako and Yamanouchi72 have dem-
onstrated a pronounced change in ground state vibrati
character to accompany increasing internal excitation. S
cessful modeling of normal mode behavior observed in l
energy regimes required the introduction of strong nondia
nal Majorana coupling between the degenerate pair of lo
S–O stretching degrees of freedom. At higher energies,
tailed examination of level patterns and vibrational wav
functions revealed a gradual, yet progressive, uncoupling
the local oscillator basis with the form of the resultin
normal-to-local mode transition paralleling theoretical p
dictions made for the analogous O3 molecule.73 Conse-
quently, the vibrational dynamics of S2O would seem to re-
semble those of SO2 only in the limit of extreme vibrational
excitation. Evidently, the unique mass combination, abse
of structural symmetry elements, and related mismatch
local oscillator frequencies in the S2O system precludes ef
ficient interaction of the~local! vibron basis leading to ‘‘nor-
mal modes’’ of vibration that closely approximate their ‘‘lo
cal mode’’ counterparts.

B. Vibrational energies for the C̃ 1A 8 excited state

The algebraic interpretation of energy level patterns
the S2O C̃ 1A8 potential surface is hampered by the onset
rapid predissociation which takes place for internal energ
in excess of;1200 cm21.32,41,44–46Aside from limiting the
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scope of high-quality spectral information, this phenomen
introduces perturbations into the manifold of vibration
spacings~vide infra!. As shown by the data compiled i
Table III, a total of 39 experimental term values are ava
able, providing access toC̃ 1A8 eigenstates which possess
to 2, 11, and 4 quanta of excitation, respectively, in thev1 ,
n2 , and n3 modes. While 35 of the tabulated band origi
were derived from high-resolution~<0.05 cm21! and
medium-resolution~<0.18 cm21! LIF studies performed in

TABLE III. Vibrational term values for theC̃ 1A8 state of S2O. Most vi-

brational energies for theC̃ 1A8 potential surface were extracted from hig
resolution ~< 0.05 cm21! and medium-resolution~< 0.18 cm21! laser–
induced fluorescence~LIF! work performed in our laboratory under je
cooled conditions~Ref. 46!. Term values for levels possessing substan
excitation of then3 bending mode~i.e., designated by the symbol †! were
derived from the bulk-gas optical–optical double resonance~OODR! studies
of Tsukiyamaet al. ~Ref. 42! as recalibrated by comparison both with o
own measurements and those reported by Clouthier and Rutherford~Ref.
43!. The calculated energies follow from diagonalization of an optimiz
vibron Hamiltonian for the electronically-excited state, hereby yielding
tabulated deviations from experimental values. The partial energy fit,
its subset of vibrational states selected in order to minimize predissocia
effects ~Ref. 46!, provided the eigenfunctions used for Franck–Cond
analyses.

v1 v2 v3

Measured
term energy

Residual
~global fit!

Residual
~partial fit!

0 0 1 253.78~60! 1.07 0.88
0 1 0 410.56~18! 0.58 0.82
0 0 2 506.0~11! 1.9 1.4
0 1 1 661.98~60! 20.27 20.04
0 0 3 758.3~11!† 4.2 3.5
0 2 0 817.33~18! 0.82 0.85
0 1 2 912.5~11! 20.7 20.6
0 0 4 1006.9~11!† 4.2 3.1
1 0 0 1033.88~60! 2.70 1.69
0 2 1 1066.90~60! 21.41 21.21
0 1 3 1161.3~11!† 21.5 21.5
0 3 0 1220.23~18! 0.64 20.00
1 0 1 1285.6~11! 1.9 0.9
0 2 2 1315.2~11! 23.6 23.3
0 1 4 1408.3~20!† 22.8
1 1 0 1438.02~60! 1.29 1.37
0 3 1 1468.43~60! 22.44 22.72
1 0 2 1536.2~11! 1.3 0.2
0 4 0 1618.92~60! 20.28 22.05
1 1 1 1686.3~11! 22.5 22.31
1 2 0 1837.4~11! 21.6 20.8
0 4 1 1866.8~20! 23.1
1 1 2 1938.3~11! 21.3 20.9
0 5 0 2012.44~60! 22.9
1 3 0 2229.5~11! 28.3 27.3
0 5 1 2257.8~20! 27.7
0 6 0 2405.3~20! 22.7
0 6 1 2652.9~20! 24.6
0 7 0 2800.4~20! 3.1
0 7 1 3044.9~20! 21.1
0 8 0 3182.8~20! 20.2
2 3 0 3242.3~20! 25.2
0 8 1 3428.0~20! 23.1
0 9 0 3565.1~20! 20.2
0 9 1 3812.0~20! 20.5
0 10 0 3945.6~20! 1.5
0 9 2 4059.7~20! 1.1
0 10 1 4189.7~20! 20.8
0 11 0 4320.5~20! 1.1
n
l

-

our laboratory under jet-cooled conditions,46 the positions of
the remaining four vibrational levels are based upon
bulk-gas OODR work of Tsukiyama,et al.,42 which were
recalibrated by comparison with our measurements as we
those reported by Clouthier and Rutherford.43

Careful inspection of Table III reveals a local perturb
tion in vibrational term values to occur forC̃ 1A8 eigenstates
having 6–7 quanta of excitation in then2 S–S stretching
degree of freedom. This observation, as well as the m
specificity noted for the rates of nonradiative dec
processes,46,47 tends to corroborate the previous predissoc
tion studies of Zhang,et al.,46 which suggested on the bas
of a rudimentary one-dimensional tunneling model that
C̃ 1A8 potential surface intersects a dissociative electro
manifold roughly 2400 cm21 above theC̃–X̃ band origin.
Since the present work focuses on Franck–Condon tra
tions for bound states, algebraic analyses were restricte
22 low-lying vibronic features~viz. including levels up to the
fourth multiplet,V54! which are all situated well below the
predicted barrier crest for predissociation. The parame
included in the vibron Hamiltonian were limited to those th
could be determined satisfactorily by this subset of spec
data:

HC̃5AaCa1AbCb1AcCc1labMab1lbcMbc , ~18!

and all vibrational energies were weighted by their cor
sponding uncertainties in the least-squares regression pr
dure. The optimized vibron parameters obtained from t
analysis are compiled in Table II with the comparison
measured and calculated term values in Table III show
the resulting rms deviation to be 3.2 cm21. Nondiagonal Ma-
jorana coupling was found to be exceptionally strong b
tween the S–O and S–S stretching degrees of freedom~cf.
labMab term in HC̃! although less pronounced interactio
could also be discerned between the local S–S stretching
S–S–Obending oscillators~cf. lbcMbc term in HC̃!. As
demonstrated in the following section, this pervasive mixi
of local vibrational character has a profound influence
C̃ 1A8 vibrational eigenfunctions and the accompanyi
C̃–X̃ Franck–Condon intensities.48

C. Franck–Condon factors and emission intensities
for the C̃ – X̃ transition

The algebraic Franck–Condon treatment outlined in E
~8!–~12! provides a viable approach for disentangling t
wealth of geometrical and dynamical information contain
in vibronically-resolved emission spectra. More specifica
the expansion coefficients used to describe molecular eig

states in the vibron basis@viz. $c
y

a8 ,y
b8 ,y

c8

y18 ,y28 ,y38% and $dya ,yb ,yc

y1 ,y2 ,y3% in

Eq. ~8!# reflect the distinct vibrational behavior supported
the individual potential surfaces. These quantities follo
from the detailed simulation of observed energy lev
patterns,14,15 with Table II presenting the optimal modelin
parameters deduced for the S2O X̃ 1A8 and C̃ 1A8 states
through diagonalization of the correspondingHX̃ and HC̃

algebraic Hamiltonians@cf. Eqs.~17! and ~18!#. In contrast,
overlap integrals evaluated in the uncoupledU(2) represen-
tation @i.e., ^X̃;va ,vb ,vcuC̃;va8 ,vb8 ,vc8& in Eqs. ~11! and

l
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on
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~12!# reveal the changes in molecular structure incur
through electronic excitation.48,68As demonstrated by the re
sults compiled in Table IV, the precise relationship betwe
~local! anharmonic oscillators comprising the ground and
cited states can be ascertained from the analysis of Fran
Condon intensities, thereby enabling the extraction of eq
librium geometries and related structural constants.

The translational displacement parameters of Table
~viz., D0

SO, D0
SS, and D0

SSO! afford a measure of the alter
ations in molecular structure which accompany t
S2O C̃–X̃ transition. Given the known minimum energ
configuration of the ground state,35–37 these algebraic result
yield a proposed equilibrium geometry for theC̃ 1A8 surface

TABLE IV. Perturbative and structural parameters for Franck–Cond
analyses of S2O. Parameters employed for Franck–Condon calculation

the S2O C̃ 1A82X̃ 1A8 system are compiled for each anharmonic degree
freedom comprising the~local! uncoupledU(2) basis. The quantitya0

specifies potential curvature~concavity!, while j and h represent~first-
order! corrections for concavity and displacement, respectively, which
employed for the perturbative evaluation of Morse-type overlap integ
~Refs. 48,68!. The translational displacements reflecting changes in equ
rium geometry uponp*—p electronic transition are given by the tabulate
D0 parameters. The intrinsic properties of the Morse-type potential
nished initial guesses fora0 , j, andh; however, all quantities were varie
manually in order to reproduce the experimentally-observed emission e
lopes.

Parameter S–O Stretching S–O StretchingS–S–O Bending

C̃ 1A8 Surface:
a0(Å 21) 18.95 15.96 10.99
j 0.0044 0.0035 0.0024
h~Å! 0.0 0.00441 0.0067

X̃ 1A8 Surface:
a0(Å 21) 18.95 15.8 9.35
j 0.0044 0.005 0.0024
h~Å! 0.0018 0.0089 0.030

Translational Displacement:
D0(Å) 0.024 0.283 0.073

TABLE V. Equilibrium structures for theX̃ 1A8 and C̃ 1A8 states of S2O.
Parameters describing equilibrium molecular geometries are tabulate

the ground and excited electronic states of S2O. While the X̃ 1A8
r s-structure follows from the microwave and infrared work of Lindenmay
et al. ~Ref. 37!, the absence of detailed isotopic substitution data preclu

analogous treatment of theC̃ 1A8 potential surface. Consequently, th

C̃ 1A8 geometry proposed by Hallin, Merer, and Milton~Ref. 44! is based
upon an assumed S–O bond length of 1.50 Å and inertial constants ded

from C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 rovibronic lines, with qualitative Franck–Condon arg
ments providing further corroboration. Our quantitative Franck–Con

analyses permit the extraction of aC̃ 1A8 equilibrium structure based solel
on vibrational information, thereby yielding results in reasonable agreem
with those inferred from rotational analyses.

Surface Source r so (Å) r ss(Å) /SSO

X̃ 1A8 Lindenmayeret al.a 1.459 1.8845 118.08°

C̃ 1A8 Hallin, Merer and Miltonb 1.50 2.14 109°

C̃ 1A8 Present work 1.483 2.168 106° or 110

aReference 39.
bReference 46.
d

n
-
k–
i-

V

which is summarized in Table V along with analogous info
mation derived from previous studies.44 As suggested by the
pronounced and extensive nature of then2 progressions ob-
served in all emission spectra, the S–S distance is foun

elongate substantially from theX̃ 1A8 value of 1.8845 to
2.168 Å. In contrast, only a slight increase in S–O bo
length from 1.459 to 1.483 Å is induced by thep*—p
electron promotion. The linearD0

SSO displacement can be
converted into an angular change by means of Eq.~16!,

thereby suggesting aC̃ 1A8 equilibrium bond angle of eithe
/SSO5106° or/SSO5110° depending upon the~indeter-
minate! sign ofD0

SSO. It must be emphasized that the meag
bending progressions uncovered in our dispersed fluo
cence experiments reflect, primarily, the small magnitude
D0

SSO, with the prediction of a significant~8° or 12°! de-

crease inS–S–Oangle uponC̃—X̃ excitation stemming
from the large concomitant increase in S–S bond len
which leads to near cancellation of the two terms appea
in Eq. ~16!. Inertial constants derived from vibron param

eters are in good accord with publishedC̃ 1A8 rotational
constants44,46upon which prior structural analyses have be
based.44

The influence of intramolecular dynamics on S2O inten-
sity patterns is both dramatic and profound. This can bes
appreciated by considering the hypothetical case of pu
‘‘local’’ ~i.e., uncoupled! vibrational behavior inboth elec-
tronic manifolds. Under such circumstances, the change
equilibrium geometry accompanying thep*—p transition
would still lead to extensive S–S stretching progressio
where the number of minima observed in vibronicall
resolved emission envelopes would reflect the nodal co

along the S–S coordinate for the correspondingC̃ 1A8 vibra-
tional wavefunction.74 Consequently, dispersed fluorescen
data derived from selective excitation of the 20

1 band in the

C̃–X̃ absorption system would again be dominated byy
1

features which display a single minimum in the intens
envelope as depicted in Fig. 2~c!. However, the distribution
of Franck–Condon intensity for all related progressio

originating from the sameC̃ 1A8 y251 level @e.g., the 11
02y

1

progression in Fig. 2~c!# would be predicted to exhibit iden
tical shapes as modified by a constant scaling factor dep
ing on the values of displacement parametersD0

SO andD0
SSO.

Clearly, the experimental results obtained for S2O do not
comply with this simplistic interpretation.

Excluding data sets acquired through excitation of
vibrationless origin band@cf. Fig. 2~a!#, the S2O dispersed
fluorescence spectra do not display the identi
~progression-independent! intensity envelopes that would b
predicted for purely ‘‘local’’ vibrational dynamics within the

X̃ 1A8 andC̃ 1A8 manifolds. Aside from the disparate nod
patterns observed for the 2y

1 and 11
02y

1 features of Fig. 2~c!,

analogous behavior is found in the 2y
y8 and 2y

y831
0 progres-

sions of Figs. 3 and 4 wherey853 andy854, respectively.
Of even greater significance is the complete alteration
nodal patterns obtained for the 10

12y
0 and 11

12y
0 bands of Fig.

2~b!, an effect also exhibited by the 2y
y8 and 11

02y
y8 progres-

sions in Figs. 3 and 4. The vibron model has identified th
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effects as the signature of manifestly different vibration
behavior for the pertinent electronic manifolds. While alg
braic analyses reveal theX̃ 1A8 ground state to be essential
local in nature, strong nondiagonal~Majorana! coupling
within the electronically-excitedC̃ 1A8 surface leads to per
vasive mixing of vibrational character as expressed in
local oscillator basis. Consequently, the eigenstate nomin
assigned to theC̃ 1A8 ‘ ‘1 120’’ level is found to involve an
admixture of;21% ‘‘1021’’ character as reflected by th
expansion coefficientsc100

100520.8884, c010
10050.4583, and

c001
10050.0263. In contrast, the local dynamics suggested

the X̃ 1A8 manifold imply that the correspondingdya ,yb ,yc

y1y2 ,y3

expansion coefficients will vanish unlessya5y1 , yb5y2 ,
andyc5y3 . Owing to the small magnitude of theD0

SO trans-
lational displacement parameter, the overlap integrals ev
ated in Eq.~11! will be negligible unless the number o
quanta in the local S–O oscillator,ya , is conserved. Franck–
Condon factors for the 11

12y
0 transitions in Fig. 2~b! are thus

dominated by contributions from the local ‘ ‘1120’’ compo-
nent and do not display the node ascribed to the local S

FIG. 2. Algebraic analyses of S2O emission spectra. Vibron analyses
Franck–Condon intensities are presented for dispersed fluorescence
sets acquired through excitation of the~a! 00

0, ~b! 10
1, ~c! 20

1, and ~d! 30
1

bands in the S2O C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8 absorption system. The integrated spect
irradiance of single vibronic features is displayed as a function of the qu
tum number for S–S stretching,y2 , with the logarithmic scale serving to
emphasize the overall shape and detailed nodal structure of each em
envelope. Solid curves follow from algebraic Franck–Condon calculati
as outlined in the text, while the symbols connected with dashed lines

resent experimental data. The highlightedC̃˜X̃ progressions are assigne
nominally as: 2y

0(d), 2y
031

0(j), 11
02y

0(l), and 11
02y

031
0(m) in panel ~a!:

11
12y

0(d) and 10
12y

0(j) in panel~b!; 2y
1(d) and 11

02y
1(j) in panel~c!; and

2y
031

1(d) and 2y
030

1(j) in panel~d!.
l
-

e
lly

r

u-

S

stretching degree of freedom. Conversely, emission inte
ties for the accompanying 10

12y
0 progression are governe

primarily by the ‘‘1021’’ basis state and therefore display
single pronounced node. The removal of an1 quantum dur-
ing theC̃˜X̃ fluorescence process thus results in the app
ance of an additional node within then2 S–S stretching in-
tensity envelope. In a similar fashion, Figs. 2~c!, 3, and 4
demonstrate that emission features terminating onX̃ 1A8 lev-
els which contain an additionaln1 quantum~i.e., with respect
to the initial C̃ 1A8 level! generally exhibit the concomitan
loss of a node along then2 coordinate. This is again a man
festation of nonlocality in theC̃ 1A8 state, where the nomi
nal 1m2n vibrational level contains significant ‘‘1m112n21’ ’
and ‘‘1m212n11’ ’ character.

While the quantitative simulation of dispersed fluore
cence intensities can serve to validate predictions dedu
from the algebraic treatment, it also furnishes a means
resolve ambiguities which arise from the restricted set
experimental measurements and the correspondingly lim
number of well-determined vibron parameters. In particu
the model Hamiltonian used to describe vibrational dynam
of the electronically-excited potential surface@cf. Eq. ~19!#

ata

l
n-

ion
s
p-

FIG. 3. Algebraic analysis of the 23 emission spectrum. Vibron analyses a
presented for three progressions identified in dispersed fluorescence

stemming from selective excitation of the 20
3 band in the S2O C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8

absorption system. Measured and calculated transition strengths are
played as a function of the quantum number for S–S stretching,y2 , with the
logarithmic scale serving to emphasize the overall shape and detailed n
structure for each emission envelope. The theoretical Franck–Condon i
sities in panel~a! are derived from the algebraic treatment outlined in t
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has not incorporated Majorana interaction of thena S–O
stretching oscillator with thenc S–S–Obending basis al-
though indirect mixing, as introduced through off-diagon
coupling of na with nb and nb with nc , was found to be
significant. This situation reflects the absence of obser
C̃ 1A8 levels which simultaneously possess significant be
ing and S–O stretching character, thereby prohibiting ac
rate determination of a directna–nc coupling term. The suc-
cessful global analysis of vibronic emission envelop
demonstrated by Figs. 2–4 would tend to justify our negl
of such interactions; however, laboratory efforts designed
enhance the scope and quality of available data
C̃ 1A8 S2O are underway.

The qualitative shapes of vibronically-resolved S2O
emission envelopes are reproduced successfully by
present algebraic treatment with minor discrepancies st
ming primarily from the limited number of modeling param
eters included in theC̃ 1A8 Hamiltonian. Quantitative com
parisons of measured and predicted band intensities
favorable in most cases~cf. Table VI!, a notable exception
being found in the highest-lying portions of the extens
S–S stretching progressions accessed through excitatio

the 20
y8(y8>1) features. As shown in Figs. 2~c!, 3, and 4,

FIG. 4. Algebraic analysis of the 24 emission spectrum. Vibron analyses a
presented for three progressions identified in dispersed fluorescence

stemming from selective excitation of the 20
4 band in the S2O C̃ 1A8–X̃ 1A8

absorption system. Measured and calculated transition strengths are
played as a function of the quantum number for S–S stretching,y2 , with the
logarithmic scale serving to emphasize the overall shape and detailed
structure for each emission envelope. The theoretical Franck–Condon i
sities in panel~a! are derived from the algebraic treatment outlined in t
text while the experimental values in panel~b! represent the integrated spe
tral irradiance of single vibronic features. The three curves in each p
denote ground state progressions that are assigned nominally as 2y

4(d),
2y
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vibron analyses consistently overestimate the strength
transitions terminating on highly-excitedn2 vibrational
levels of the X̃ 1A8 potential surface. Since th
‘‘experimentally-missing’’ intensity does not manifest itse
in other peaks or progressions comprising the recorded s
tral data, modifications in vibrational dynamics, includin
intensity borrowing mechanisms ascribed to intramolecu
~IVR! processes,55 are unlikely to be responsible for ob
served discrepancies. An alternative explanation for this p
nomenon can be found in non-Condon effects which a
from an explicit dependence of transition moment operat
on nuclear~vibrational! degrees of freedom. The algebra
formalism provides a straightforward approach for perfor
ing intensity calculations that transcend limitations impos
by the canonical Condon approximation.14 As highlighted in
a forthcoming publication, substantial improvements can
achieved in the detailed simulation of S2O dispersed fluores
cence patterns by incorporating a transition dipole that sc
with the S–S stretching coordinate.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Fluorescence induced by selective excitation of in
vidual vibronic bands in the jet-cooled S2O C̃ 1A8

—X̃ 1A8 (p*—p) absorption system has been dispers
under moderate spectral resolution with the resulting em
sion frequencies and intensities interpreted quantitativ
through use of a novel algebraic scheme. In particular,
analyses exploit the unique capabilities afforded by a
algebraic description of molecular structure and dynam
thereby establishing a comprehensive framework for the
traction of detailed vibrational information from spectr
scopic data sets. The success of this approach builds u
the inherent simplicity, economy of parametrization, a
coupledanharmonicnature of the underlying vibron Hamil
tonian. As highlighted by the present treatment
vibronically-resolved emission spectra for the triatomic S2O
species, such features enable the facile evaluation of m
dimensional Franck–Condon factors and related transi
moment matrix elements.

The picture of S2O vibrational dynamics that emerge
from our algebraic analyses suggests radically different
havior for the ground and excited electronic states of
C̃–X̃ system. The positions ofX̃ 1A8 vibrational levels over
the observed 0–1.6 eV range of internal energy could
reproduced satisfactorily without incorporating nondiago
mixing into the local anharmonic~vibron! basis, thereby im-
plying that the ground potential surface supports excepti
ally local and uncoupled vibrational motion. In contrast, t
C̃ 1A8 manifold is distinguished by pervasive off-diagon
coupling between the local S–S stretching and S–O stre
ing degrees of freedom, as well as less pronounced inte
tions between the S–S stretching and bending coordinate
quantifiable signature for such distinct intramolecular beh
ior has been identified in vibronically-resolvedC̃–X̃ emis-
sion envelopes which exhibit nonintuitive nodal patterns t
shift in a characteristic manner depending upon the sele
excitation band. Structural parameters for the electronica
excited state have been deduced from the algebraic inter

ata
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TABLE VI. Emission intensities in the S2O C̃ 1A8˜X̃ 1A8 transition. Experimental values represent the integrated and calibrated intensities measu

individual vibronic features by dispersing theC̃˜X̃ fluorescence from S2O molecules entrained in a supersonic slit-jet environment. Calculated Fran

Condon signal strengths are based upon optimized algebraic descriptions for theX̃ 1A8 andC̃ 1A8 manifolds, with normalization selected so as to reprodu
the maximum of emission observed in each spectrum. Data are presented for selected progressions identified upon excitation of theqR0(1) rotational line in
the 00

0 ~origin!, 10
1, 20

1, and 30
1 bands:~a! 2v

0, 2v
031

0, 11
02v

0, and 11
02v

031
0; ~b! 10

12v
0 and 11

12v
0; ~c! 2v

1 and 11
02v

1; and ~d! the 2v
031

1 and 2v
030

1.

~a! v

2v
0 2v

031
0 11

02v
0 11

02v
031

0

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

0 1.0031024 1.0431024

1 8.2431023 6.9631023 9.5331024 1.3031023

2 4.3731022 4.0531022 1.3031022 7.5431023 1.0031024 3.5431023 1.0031024 6.5931024

3 1.5231021 1.4531021 3.7631022 2.7131022 7.4431023 1.2731022 3.5031023 2.3631023

4 3.6031021 3.6231021 8.6331022 6.7331022 1.5831022 3.1431022 5.1531023 5.8331023

5 6.1231021 6.6231021 1.4231021 1.2331021 3.9231022 5.7331022 1.4131022 1.0631023

6 8.6631021 9.2331021 2.0831021 1.7131021 5.9431022 7.9531022 1.9331022 1.4731022

7 1.00 1.00 2.1731021 1.8631021 7.3931022 8.6031022 1.6531022 1.5931022

8 7.7331021 8.5931021 1.8531021 1.5931021 5.8231022 7.3431022 1.8531022 1.3631022

9 5.7031021 5.8631021 1.3631021 1.0831021 4.6331022 4.9931022 1.5631022 9.2031023

10 3.3031021 3.1931021 9.2031022 5.8931022 2.8531022 2.7031022 6.3631023 4.9831023

11 1.5031021 1.3931021 3.2931022 2.5631022 1.2931022 1.1731022 3.6431023 2.1531023

12 5.6331022 4.7931022 1.2231022 8.8131023 4.6531023 4.0231023 1.1831023 7.3831024

13 1.5831022 1.3031022 4.4131023 2.3931023 2.0531023 1.0931023 2.5831024 1.2031024

14 4.6931023 2.7531023 1.2131023 5.0531024 1.0031024 2.2931024 1.0031024 4.1931025

15 5.3931024 4.4431024 1.0031024 8.1231025

16 1.0031024 5.3031025

17

~b! v

10
12v

0 11
12v

0

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

0 1.6231023 9.5031024

1 3.3331023 5.8131023 1.8531022 1.1231022

2 2.0231022 2.5031022 8.9531022 6.1331022

3 5.4131022 6.0431022 3.1531021 2.0531021

4 6.6531022 8.5931022 6.4031021 4.7131021

5 5.1131022 6.4131022 9.1831021 7.8531021

6 1.6131022 1.1731022 9.8031021 9.8031021

7 1.5131022 1.2731022 8.5531021 9.3131021

8 1.3531021 1.1831021 6.5131021 6.7831021

9 3.7531021 2.6331021 3.6931021 3.7631021

10 5.4531021 3.3231021 1.4531021 1.5631021

11 5.2431021 2.8531021 3.7831022 4.6631022

12 3.7831021 1.7931021 1.2131022 9.0931023

13 2.3531021 8.4531022 2.3931023 8.7531024

14 9.2031022 3.0331022 6.6631024 6.5031024

15 3.7531022 8.2531023 1.0031024 2.7131025

16 1.6031023 1.6931023

17 1.0031024 2.5531024

18

~c! v

2v
1 11

02v
1

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

0
1 4.1031022 2.9231022

2 2.0131021 1.4231021

3 4.4231021 4.0831021

4 7.5431021 7.7131021 1.3831023 1.3431023

5 9.8231021 9.8231021 1.0031024 7.5531025

6 7.6631021 8.2631021 6.6731024 7.6131023

7 3.8331021 4.0831021 7.4931023 3.2931022

8 9.2631022 7.0431022 2.4131022 6.9431022

9 2.0031023 8.4631023 4.6231022 9.5031022

10 9.8331023 1.1331021 4.1431022 9.3331022

11 3.4831022 1.8531021 4.0931022 6.8631022

12 4.2531022 1.6131021 1.9931022 3.8731022
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TABLE VI. ~Continued.!

~c! v

2v
1 11

02v
1

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

13 2.4931022 9.2031022 8.3631023 1.6831022

14 1.2231022 3.7631022 2.6831023 5.6631023

15 5.6831023 1.1231022 7.0131024 1.4631023

16 1.5031024 2.4731023

17

~d! v

2v
031

1 2v
030

1

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

Experimental
intensity

Algebraic
theory

0 1.0031024 8.8031024

1 3.3531022 1.0431022

2 1.3431021 5.7831022

3 3.5531021 1.9531021

4 6.0231021 4.5431021 2.1031022 2.6331022

5 8.4831021 7.6631021 7.1631022 9.1731022

6 9.7131021 9.7131021 1.8731021 2.1931021

7 8.9231021 9.4231021 3.3531021 3.8231021

8 7.4231021 7.0431021 3.7731021 5.0431021

9 4.8131021 4.0531021 3.8131021 5.1531021

10 2.0131021 1.7731021 3.6031021 4.1331021

11 1.0031021 5.7531022 1.8631021 2.6231021

12 4.0731022 1.3131022 9.1731022 1.3231021

13 9.0731023 1.8131023 3.4831022 5.2531022

14 7.1331023 9.6331025 1.5531022 1.6431022

15 3.0931023 4.0131023
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c

tation of dispersed fluorescence spectra, yielding a predi
C̃ 1A8 equilibrium geometry which is in good accord wit
that inferred from previous measurements of rotatio
constants.44

The methodology introduced in this paper provid
unique capabilities that can readily be extended and refin
Aside from obvious advantages afforded by the explicit
corporation of mechanical anharmonicity into the zero-or
vibrational Hamiltonian, algebraic Franck–Condon analy
for polyatomic species can achieve exceptional comp
tional efficiency owing to the separability that the underlyi
vibron basis introduces into an otherwise multidimensio
problem. Moreover, the intrinsic coordinates~i.e., local in-
ternal coordinates! employed by this approach perm
changes in equilibrium geometry between initial and fin
states to be specified completely in terms of simple tran
tional displacements.3,20 Consequently, the evaluation of req
uisite overlap integrals is not encumbered by the coordin
transformation difficulties~e.g., the Duschinsky effect!18 that
often plague analogous normal mode treatments. Most
portantly, this scheme is robust in both concept and exe
tion, permitting large molecular systems and complicated
tential energy hypersurfaces to be addressed. Calcula
that move beyond the Condon approximation, so as to
clude dependence of the transition moment operator on
ternal degrees of freedom, are in progress with a future p
lication demonstrating the substantial improvement betw
predicted and measured S2O emission intensities~i.e., for
ed

l

d.
-
r
s

a-

l

l
a-

te

-
u-
-
ns
-

n-
b-
n

high X̃ 1A8 energies! that can be obtained in this manne
Building upon known algebraic descriptions for the unbou
~scattering! states of a Morse oscillator,62 parallel efforts are
underway to develop the theoretical apparatus needed to
brace quasibound and repulsive electronic states within
vibron framework, thereby setting the stage for detailed
gebraic investigations of dissociative and associative che
cal processes.
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